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M A Z D A  H O N O R S  C E N T E N N I A L  W I T H  1 0 0 T H
A N N I V E R S A R Y  S P E C I A L  E D I T I O N  S E R I E S
COMMEMORATIVE MODELS INSPIRED BY MAZDA’S FIRST PASSENGER VEHICLE, 1960
R360 COUPE

U.S. REGIONAL STATEMENT: In the midst of the global crisis, U.S. availability of the 100th Anniversary Special
Edition models has not been announced. Keep up to date with Inside Mazda for future information and news.

HIROSHIMA, Japan. (April 3, 2020) – In January of this year, Mazda Motor Corporation celebrated its 100th
anniversary. Mazda is humbled by the strong support from so many people all over the world, from enthusiastic
fans, passionate engineers and designers, and all others who have supported the brand. To express the years of
appreciation, Mazda has announced 100th Anniversary Special Edition models.

Mazda looks to its fans to understand the best way its vehicles can help enrich their lives, focusing on every
detail that will heighten the ownership experience. Each vehicle has been developed with an aspiration to look
ahead, while also remembering and respecting the rich Japanese heritage that has guided the brand. The 100th
Anniversary Special Edition models will be built from upper-trim levels of select vehicles while sharing design
cues from the 1960 R360 Coupe, Mazda’s first passenger vehicle.

Developed with an extraordinary passion, the R360 Coupe had a personality of its own with futuristic design,
lightweight features and innovative engineering that would come to define Mazda today. The micro-mini
passenger car was powered by a four-cycle engine, unprecedented among its segment at the time. The stylish
coupe and modest powertrain, combined with extensive weight-reduction efforts, helped allow the R360 Coupe
to provide every owner with effortless driving performance.

In homage to Mazda’s first passenger car, the 100th Anniversary Special Edition models were inspired by the
top-trim variants of the R360 Coupe, which had a two-tone scheme of a white body contrasted with a colored
roof and matching interior hue. The style was novel, yet tasteful, and helped to emphasize a sense of
individuality.

Each commemorative model is adorned in Snowflake White Pearl Mica premium exterior paint and accented by
red styling features throughout the vehicle. The front fender has a minimalist “100 Years 1920 – 2020” badge
while the wheel center caps feature the 100th Anniversary Special Logo in red and black. The red leather seats
and red carpet add a level of sophistication while giving a nod to the two-tone R360 Coupe. The headrests are
embossed with the 100th Anniversary Special Logo, while the red floor mats share a badge similar to the front
fender. To bring the exceptional package together, the key fob is embossed with the 100th Anniversary Special
Logo and presented in a special edition box to help create an emotional bond between fans and Mazda.

The 100th Anniversary Special Edition models feature a unique logo that celebrates Mazda’s past, present and
future. The logo overlays the current Mazda brand mark atop the round “Industry” logo created when Toyo
Kogyo was first formed. The design reflects the company’s desire – inherited from its founder – to contribute to
the world through engineering and its determination to move boldly toward the next 100 years.

Mazda North American Operations is headquartered in Irvine, California, and oversees the sales, marketing,
parts and customer service support of Mazda vehicles in the United States and Mexico through approximately
620 dealers. Operations in Mexico are managed by Mazda Motor de Mexico in Mexico City. For more information
on Mazda vehicles, including photography and B-roll, please visit the online Mazda media center at
InsideMazda.MazdaUSA.com/Newsroom.

Follow MNAO’s social media channels through Twitter and Instagram at @MazdaUSA and Facebook at
Facebook.com/MazdaUSA.
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